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ABOUT SAI GLOBAL
SAI Global is your source for worldwide technical and business information. We provide access to more than 1 million engineering standards and specifications; regulatory Newsfeeds to track and monitor changes in legislation; Australian and European law; metals, military, logistics and standards databases; as well as a range of world-beating compliance, training and certification services.

YOUR PRIVACY
SAI Global Limited and its related bodies corporate ("SAI Global") respects stakeholders' privacy at all times. For more information please see our Privacy Policy on our website "www.saiglobal.com". Please direct privacy related enquiries to the Chief Privacy Officer on: +61 (2) 8206 6060 or by e-mail to privacyofficer@saiglobal.com.

ABN 67 050 611 642
MARKET LEADING DATABASE OF WORLD METAL GRADES, STANDARDS AND MANUFACTURERS
Intelligent sourcing of metals on the global market can result in huge savings which go straight to the bottom line. Savings through best-price metals purchases. Savings through economical use of company resources. Savings achieved by implementing the right information gathering and acquisition processes to improve business efficiency.

But without full and accurate knowledge of grades ferrous and non-ferrous, global equivalents, applicable international standards and available suppliers achieving these savings can’t be made.

Traditional manual search methods using cross referenced tables, books and other text-based specifications just don’t cut it. At best this is an administrative burden, consuming valuable time and resources. And you have access to this business-critical information in the first place! At worst it could result in the wrong metals purchase, putting a contract in jeopardy, or paying more than necessary.

SO, HOW DO YOU:

- Stay informed about the vast number of metal grades, referring standards and suppliers around the world?
- Ensure fast, reliable, flexible and accurate access to metallurgical data?
- Control the costs of researching, acquiring and sourcing metals and the specifying documentation?
- Save money by reducing administrative costs and improve the efficiency of your staff?
- Maximise the bottom line?
Metals Infobase is a market leading database on metal grades and properties, suppliers and metallurgical standards. It is an annual, networkable, subscription service that includes over 75,000 metal grades with their chemical composition, mechanical and physical properties, form and heat treatment details. SAI Global’s team of metallurgists have cross referenced tens of thousands of metal grades, from throughout the industrial world, to create this unique database.

Combined with the vast number of essential facts on metal grades, Metals Infobase uniquely provides detailed bibliographic information on over 50,000 worldwide metals-related standards and a full directory of leading suppliers.

The global scope of Metals Infobase gives you fast identification and comparison of the chemical composition, mechanical and physical properties of over 75,000 metal grades from around the world.

MAKING METALS RESEARCH EASY

With Metals Infobase you can locate metal grades, standards or suppliers using many different fields, depending on the piece of information you hold. You can search by:

- Designation.
- Grade number.
- Form.
- Chemical composition.
- Mechanical properties.
- Supplier Standard Number.
- Comparable metals by country.
- Or any combination of these.

You can quickly and easily identify comparable materials or a material with your required mechanical properties within seconds. Powerful software developed specifically for the worldwide metals industry compares different grades and manages referenced standards with the minimum of fuss. And at a single keystroke you can identify who manufactures a material or find details of the standard in which it is specified. You can even monitor lists of grades, suppliers and standards for updates to provide a proven procedure for quality audits (ISO 9000).
INTERACTIVE BOOKMARK FEATURE

Using this exclusive feature you can ‘Bookmark’ materials, manufacturers or standards of interest and you will receive quarterly emails keeping you up-to-date with any changes. It gives you a proven way to remove an audit obstacle.

You can write up to 600 words of your own searchable notes against any record e.g. the performance of a material, in which project or component it was used, supplier details, a manufacturer’s delivery schedule, prices, performance, capabilities – the possibilities are limitless.

BUSINESS BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- 3 powerful databases covering Materials, Standards and Supplier records.
- 75,000 metal grades detailed from around the world.
- 50,000 referenced or specifying standards.
- 15,000 strong directory of global suppliers.
- Fully searchable fields.
- Comparability searching by properties & composition.
- A simple procedure for keeping standards up-to-date.
- Records include chemical composition, mechanical properties, and heat treatment details.

METALS INFOBASE PROVIDES

- Comprehensive search by: grade number or reference, chemical composition and mechanical properties.
- Accurate descriptions of metal grades.
- Lists the standard in which the metal grade is specified.
- Details of the chemical composition of a metal.
- Search for comparable metal grades.
- Details of the mechanical & physical properties.
- Heat treatment details and notes on other important parts of the standard.
- Details of applicable worldwide metal suppliers.

WHO NEEDS METALS INFOBASE

- Mechanical engineers.
- Motor vehicle and automotive industries.
- Manufacturing.
- Construction.
- Petroleum industry.
- Railway suppliers.
- Nuclear energy.
- Engineering and design.
- Metal fabrication.
- Research and development professionals.
- Process and equipment design.
- International trade and business.
- Equipment maintenance professionals.
- Procurement, supply management.

Contact our sales office for a FREE Trial of METALS INFOBASE
SAI Global - ILI Publishing offers a range of standards and technical subscription services that help make all the parts of your business fall into place.

STANDARDS INFOBASE
Standards Infobase is a market leading bibliographic database covering over 730,000 national, international and military standards. Use Standards Infobase to find, update, manage and acquire the standards you need.

EUROLAW
Eurolaw is our full-text legal database of the European Union. It comprises the official Celex database plus vital information added by SAI Global’s experts. If you need failsafe access to European legislation then Eurolaw will answer your questions and save you both time and money.

MATERIALS INFOBASE
Materials Infobase provides detailed information on tens of thousands of worldwide non-metallic materials and suppliers. Comprehensive search facilities help you identify the right materials for your application, equivalents products and where to source them in seconds. With powerful management tool, Materials Infobase makes the challenge of sourcing materials easy.

LOGICOM - US MILITARY & LOGISTICS DATABASE
LOGICOM is the definitive online annual subscription providing a comprehensive database of US military parts and suppliers, and US Government logistics. Use LOGICOM to increase the efficiency of your design, testing, and quality assurance processes, to save money and win business.

Contact our sales office about these leading subscription services